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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let&‘be a multivalued function defined on an open subset of Rn+‘containing 0, 
with compact but not necessarily convex values. We can consider the two 
problems 
k E F(t, N), x(0) = 0, (1) 
i E co F(t, x), x(0) = 0. (4 
It is known [l, 5, 91 that if F satisfies the hypothesis of continuity or is of 
CarathPodory type, there exist solutions of problem 1 (and so of problem 2). 
The purpose of this article is to investigate the relations existing between the 
solutions of problems 1 and 2. In our Theorem l WC prove that if F satisfies the 
hypothesis of Kamke type, then the closure of the set of solutions of problem 1 
is the set of solutions of problem 2. This generalizes a known theorem of 
Turowicz [ 1 I]. 
The continuity of F, by itself, is not sufficient to assure the same result, as is 
shown by the counterexample of Plis [9]. In Theorem 2 we prove that iff(t, X) is 
any continuous selection of co F(t, x), then at least one solution of * -5 f(t, x), 
x(0) -z 0, is the limit of solutions of problem 1. In particular, if f(t, x) is Lip- 
schitzean or the problem 2 = j(t, x), x(O) : 0 has exactly one solution, then 
this solution belongs to the closure of the set of solutions of problem 1. Finally 
we consider the dependence of solutions on the initial data and we show by 
example that if F is assumed to be only continuous, then the dependence need 
not be upper semicontinuous. The techniques and notations used are those 
introducted in [I]. 
2. NOTATION 
In what follows X is a bounded subset of R", camp X is the family of non- 
empty compact subs& of X, F is a mapping defined on an open subset of Rni l 
containing 0. with values in camp S. \Vc can as well consider F to be defined on 
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[0, a] x B, B a ball of radius b about the origin. Set M = sup{jl s ii: x E x>, 
T = min{a, b/M), and I : [0, T]. d is the usual distance in R” and d(x, Y) := 
inf,,, ; x - y I. D is the HausdorfI distance in camp X, i.e., D(X, Y) == 
max(supEx d(Jc, Y), supyEy 4X, Y)). 
B[A, E] is the closed e neighborhood of A, co A is the closed convex envelope 
of A. C[O, T] is the space of continuous functions from [0, T] into R” with the 
usual supremum norm. Define K by 
K {U E C[O, T]: u(0) = 0, 1 u(t)! < M, t E [O, T)). 
K is a compact and convex subset of C[O, T]. n,(x,) is the set of all the solutions 
of 5G 5F(t, X), X(0) = X0 ) and m is the closure of UF(.yo) in CIO, T]. w(t, x) 
is a Kamke function, i.e., W: [0, T] x R’ -+ R+ is such that w is continuous in x 
for each fixed z and is measurable in t for each fixed s, o(t, 0) 0, / w(t, x)i < 
m(t) with m(l) integrable on I, and the unique absolutely continuous solution of 
0 < x(t) < J-i w(s, x(s)) ds is x(t) -1 0. 
3. THE CLOSURE TIIEOHEII 
THEOREM 1. Let F: I x B - camp X be continzrow and let 
D[F(t, x), F(t, y)) < w(t, 1 s --- y ,) B.C. (3.1) 
Then, for aery solution (b of problem 2 and for ecery 7 > 0, there exists a solution 4 
of problem 1 such that i 4 - 4 11 < 7, i.e., D,(O) r D,,,(O). 
In order to proof this theorem we shall use the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Let 4 be u solution of (2) and assume F satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorem 1. Then, for each E > 0, there exists a map g: K -* L’[O, T] such that: 
(i) R is continuous, 
(ii) for each u E K, g(u)(t) E F(t, u(t)), and 
(iii) I $ MW - &N ds I < E + J: w(s, I 4(s) - u(s)‘) ds. 
Proof. Fix E > 0 and let E, 10 be a sequence of positive numbers such that 
CLl En < c/(4M -+- 2T) and let 1, be a closed subset of I such that w(t, X) is 
continuous on Z, x R+ and j’,,,, m(t) dt < c/8 [12]. Let 6 > 0 be such that 
I t - s : < 6, / x - y : < S imply that ; w(t, 1 x 1) - w(s, 1 y 1): < e/8T for all 
t E Z, and D(F(t, x), F(s, y)) < c0 . Let (U&-i ..... h; be an open cover of K with 
diam( Ui) < 6, let p,(u) be a continuous partition of unity relative to (0-J and, 
for every UE K, let t,,(u) = O,..., l,(u) = t,-,(u) + TpI,(u), K : l,..., X. Finally 
fix, for each i, ui E LTz . Since F(t, q%(t)) is continuous and hence measurable, 
one has for every interval J that s,F(t, d(t)) dt = s, coF(t, d(t)) dt, and so there 
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exists a measurable w,(t) such that w,(t) EF(~, +(t)) and s, w,(t) dt == J-,4(t) dt. 
Let us divide 1 into s subintervals of length less than e/8119; then there exists 
w(t) l $‘(t, d(t)) such that for all t ~1 1 $, (z(s) -i(s)) ds , < ~14. For each 
i -.. 1 ,..., N, let vi(t) be such that vi(t) EF(~, ~~(1)) and ; w(t) - Ci(t)l =- 
d(W), J’(c 4t))); th e existence of such measurable ri(t) was proved in [6]. Set 
$(4(t) = XL xt”(t> fh(t>, where xi”(l) is the characteristic function of the 
interval [timI( ti(u)[. Then 
+ f j’ Xi”(s) 1 W(S, I +Cs) - U(s)l) - w(s, I 4Cs) - ui(s)l)l ds 
i=l 0 
< E/4 -; s,t 4, I C(s) - 4) ds + i,, m(t) df + s, W” 
( < E/2 + j’ w(s, 1 +(s) - u(s>l> ds. 
0 
Moreover go(u)(i) = g”(z)(t) for t E ([ii-i(u), ti(u)[ r\ [timI( t*(w)[). Since tl(u) 
is an equicontinuous family of real functions, we have that, for every y > 0, 
there exists /I :> 0 such that 11 u-w I! < /I implies ~{t: 1 g”(~)(t) -$(w)(t)/ > 0) < y. 
In particular gn: K + Ll[O, T] is continuous. Now let 6, > 0 bc such that 
j t - s ) < 6, and I x - y 1 < 6, imply that D(F(t, x),F(s, y)) < l 1 and 
p{t: 1 g”(x)(t) - g”(y)(t)] > 0} < l o . Let (Ui’),,r ,..., x, be an open cover of K 
with diam(C’,‘) < 8, , let piI( til(u), and xi” be defined as before, and let 
uil E iJ,l. Let us choose eril(i) EF(~, Q(t)) such that d(ql(t), $(Q)(t)) = 
d@(Q)(t), F(t, u,‘(t))) and define g’(u)(t) = xyii x:“(t) v,*(t). We have 
&f(u)(t), F(t, u(t)) -c cl and 
G I v,‘(t> - RO(ui’)(f)l + I fY”ilNt> - P(“>(t)l 
G ccl + I $(ui'>(t> - go(u)(i)l9 
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and hence 
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/4t: I R’(U)(q -- go(w); > co) < p{t: I f(u,‘)(t) - g”(u)(t) . . 0) < C” . 
Analogously we can prove that, for each natural number n, there exists a function 
g”: K --, L’[O, T] such that g” is continuous, d(g”(zc)(i), F(t, u(t))) < c, , and 
p{t: I p+‘(u)(t) - - g”(u)(t) > c*} < c,, . 
Thercfore there exists a g: K + Lr[O, T] such that g is continuous, for every 
u E K, g(u)(t) cF(t, a(t)) for almost every t, and 
:.; 1 jof (g”(W - &,, ds 1 Y- ,L, 1; I g”+‘(u)(s) -. g”(u)(s)1 ds 
.::> - TT c,i I ’ W(S, 1 $(s) - Us) ds -i- f ~~(2111 + T) 0 72-O 
< c + ot w(s, )4(s) - s 
u(s):) ds. U.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let d, be a solution of problem 2 and let 7 > 0 he fixed. 
Consider the solutions of the inequality 0 < x(l) < x,, + $, w(s, x(s)) u!r that are 
Lipschitzean with constant 2M. Choose 6 > 0 so that if 0 < .vn < E, then every 
such solution satisfies [ .u(t)] < 7 for all t E [O, T]. By our lemma it follows that 
there exist g: K - L1 continuous and 
Set for every u E K h(u)(t) 7 jLg(u)(s) ds. Then h: K- K is continuous and by 
Schauder’s theorem there exists 4 E K such that: 
u(t) .:-- h(u)(t) = Jc,‘g(u)(s) ds; i.c., i(t) -- g(U) EF(t, u(t)) a.c. 
and 
I f?(t) - d(f)! z 1 Iof (g(f)(s) -d(s)> ds 1 G E + If W(S, I+(S) - a(s)\) d.7. 
0 
This last inequality implies that jj I - 4 11 < 7. 
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4. THE APPROXIILLATIOIK THEOREMS 
It is known [IO] that the result of Theorem 1 is false whenF is only assumed 
to be continuous. However, for this case we have: 
THEOREM 2. Let F: I x B -* camp X be continuous and let j(t, x) he any 
selection from co F(t, x) that is measurable in t for each fixed x and continuous in x 
fm each fixed t. Then there exists at least one solution 4 of 3 = j(t, x), s(O) = 0 
such that there exists a sequence {J/~} of solution of (1) converging to 4. 
Proof. I;ix E > 0; we shall prove that there exists an r-approximate solution 
II, of k = j(t, x), x(O) := 0, that is also a solution of (1). Let I, be such that I, C I, 
I, is closed, ~(1~) > I’ - l /16M, and j(t, x) is continuous on 1, x B. Let 
E, 10 bc such that xc-s C, < <,(4M + 2T). Also let S > 0 be such that I t - s / <S 
and , .Y -y ’ < S imply D(F(t, x), F(s,y)) < Q,, t, s E I, and Ij(t, X) -. j(t,y)l < e/ST, 
t E 1, . Let ((“i)i-l,..,. N be an open cover of K with diam((li) < S and let p,(u), 
t,(u) be defined as in Theorem 1. Choose, for each i L= l,..., A’, ui E Ui . We have 
j(t, ui(t)) E co F(t, z+(t)). Then there exists v,(t) such that q(t) EF(t, ul(t)) and 
/ J:: (vi(s) - j(s, q(s)) ds 1 < e/4:\;, t’, t” E I. Let us define g”: K - l 1,’ by 
g”(u)(t) : : C;-_, xz”(t) v,(t). WC have 
W’(u)(t), F(t, u(t))) < d(c,(t), F(t, @))I + W(t, 4th F(t, u(t))) < en > 
and 
1 l (g”W(4 - f (s, u(s))) ds 1 
< f 1 it xtW(vt(s) - f(s, u,(s))) ds ) -1 iii’ xi”(s) If (s, u(s)) - f (A ui(s))l ds 
i=, 0 
By the same construction as in Theorem 1 we can prove that for each natural 
number n, there exists g”: K + L’ such that g” is continuous, d&(u)(t), 
Fk u(t))) -=c n , and p{t: 1 f-l(u)(t) - g”(u)(t)’ > l ,] < +, . Hence there exists 
g: K + L’ such that g(u)(t) EF(t, u(t)) and 
1 I’ MW - f (s9 u(s))) ds j
b .. 1 Jnl k”(W - f (s, u(s))) a~ 1+fo Jo1 I g”+‘(u)(s) - fW4l ds G c. 
Set h(u)(t) := Jig(u)(s) ds. The n h: K + K is continuous and hence there 
exists a point u, fixed under h, such that B,(t) EF(t, UC(t)) and 
1 [ (W - f (s, u,(s))) ds 1 < l . 
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By letting c,, decrease to zero we gcncrate an equicontinuous family {Us,;. Then 
there exists a subsequence {Us,} uniformly convergent to u(t) which is at once 
a solution of ji = f(t, x), x(O) :: 0, and a limit of solutions of (1). 
The next theorem provides a condition for a solution of problem 2 to be limit 
of solutions of prohlcm 1. 
THEOREM 3. Let F: I x B --b camp X be continuous and let 4 be a solution 
of problem 2 such that 
d(gj(t), i:(co F(t, (b(t))) I= 77 > 0, (4.1) 
where i;(co F(t, (6(t))) is the boundary of co F(t, d(t)). Then jar every c ;” 0 there 
exists a solution $ ofproblem 1 such that I/ (cr - 4 :I < 6. 
P~oaj. Let (5 be a solution of problem 2 satisfying (4.1). Let S Y.. 0 be such 
that D(F(t, x), F(i, y)) < 712 whenever : x F < 6. Fix E > 0 so that 
0 < c < 6. Set 
A-# {u E qo, T]: u(0) 0, li(t)i -< M, I; u -- (6 < c}, 
K, is a compact and convex suhsct of C[O, ‘I’]. Let cn 10 hc such that 
~~=o 67, < </(4M + 277. Let 6, , 0 < 5, < E be such that ; .Y - 4’ -; S,, implies 
D(F(t, x), F(t, y)) < co. Let (ti,),=, ..... N be an open cover of K, with 
diam(Ui) < S,, , choose 11, E lji , and let p,(u), t,(u) bc defined as in the proof of 
Theorem 1. From (4.1) and from the definition of KC it follows that for every 
u t‘ K, , gj(t) E coF(t, u(t)). Th ere arc f for each i - I ,..., .Y there csists z,(t) 
such that cl(t) cF(t, u,(t)) and ! J’:: (a>(t) -- h(t)) dt ! < c/2.V. Set $‘(u)(t) : 
x’z.., ,yp(t) c,(t). We have 
dkO(u)(t), F(t, u(t))) < cn and 1 jo’ (g”(u)(s) - d(s)) ds 1 < ~2. 
\Vith the same construction as in Theorem 1 we can prove that thcrc exists 
z: K, --b 1,’ such that g is continuous, g(u)(t) EF(~, u(t)) a.e., and 
1 Iot (i+)(s) &a ds 1 < E. 
Define, as usual, h(u)(t) - $g(u)(s) d s; we have that h: K, --+ K is continuous 
and 1 h(u)(t) - d(t)’ = 1 Ji (g(u)(s) - i(s)) ds ! < 6. Therefore h maps K, 
into itself and thus there exists # E K, such that 4(t) cF(t, (Cl(t)) a.e. QED. 
It is known [6] that if we set P(t, x) -2 B[F(t, x), l ], then n,(O) 1 n,,,.(O). 
This result is strengthened by the following. 
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COROLLARY. /-et F: I x B --z camp X be continuous and let, for som fixed 
E > 0, Ff(t, x) be continuous and such that 
co @t, x) 3 B[co F(t, x), c]. 
-- 
Then I7p(O) I) T&,(O). 
Sketch of the proof. If 4 is a solution of problem 2 then 
d@(t), c?(co @t, d(t))) > E > 0 
and from Theorem 3 the assertion follows. 
In particular, if F(t, s) is the set of the vertices of an n simplex in R”, then, 
for cvcry 6 > 0, we can take as &t, x) the set of vertices of the n simplex with 
the facts parallel to the faces of F(t, x) and such that co&t, s) 3 B[co F(t, x), l ]. 
Then from the preceding corollary WC’ have U,?<(O) 3 II,,,(O). This fact can be 
interpreted as a “bang-bang” principle for multivalued differential equations. 
5. THE DEPENDENCE OS THE INTIAL DATA 
In this section we study the dependence of the solutions with rcspcct to the 
initial conditions. We assume that the initial data x0 belong to a closed ball 
S C B. 
THEOREM 4. Let F: I x B -b camp X be continuous. Then for every x0 E S 
andfor every 4 :> 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that 
whene-zer i s - x0 1 < 6 and .r E S. 
Proof. Set 
KS = {u E C[O, T]: u(O) E S, ’ C(t); < Mf. 
K,Y is a compact and convex subset of C[O, T]. Let g: KS 4 L1 be such that R is 
continuous and, for every u E K, , x(u)(‘) EF(t, u(t)) a.e. Let us consider 
. 
h”(u)(t) ‘J x -{- 1,’ g(u)(s) ak 
It follows easily that the set of fixed points of hr, say IZ,,(.r), is an upper 
semicontinuous multivalued function of s. Then for a fixed F > 0 there exists 
6 > 0 such that n,,(x) C B[H*(x,,), e] if ’ .r - .r, ; < 6 and this completes the 
proof. 
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One might think that the set of solutions of (1) depends in an USC way on the 
initial data. This is true if I; is convex valued or if m = I7,&x); in fact the 
USC quality is essentially a closure theorem. But, in general, it is not true, as is 
shown by the following example. 
~XAMPJ.E. Let P: -4 --z camp X, .d C R2, X C R?, be defined b> 
F(s, y) ((,-I, 1 x 1 T max(sign(y) y 11j9, 0)) 
(- 1, .v I : max(sign(y) y ,l~‘~, 0))); 
i.e., for each (r, y) E R2, F(x, y) consists of only two points. Let us consider the 
problem 
i -: {fl, -11, s(0) = 0. 
3 =: [ x / + max(sign(y) ly Ill?, 0), y(0) ;- 0. 
(CPO) 
Since the right-hand side of the second equation is greater than or equal to zero, 
we have max(sign(y) i y 11i2, 0) y1i2 and thus j I Y I + yllz. Hence evcrv 
solution of (CP,) is such that y(t) is greater than or equal to the maximal solution 
of jt -: I .r ,1/a, .x(O) = 0; i.c., y(t) > t2/4, t E [0, T]. Now let cll be a sequence 
of positive numbers converging to zero and consider the problems: 
f : {fl, -I), x(0) -- 0, 
Q : I .r I -;- max(sign(y) I y I~/?, 0), 
(CPJ 
, y(0) -- -En. 
We shall prove that for every n we can select a solution (.Qf), y”(t)) of (CP,J 
such that yn(l) < 0. Let us fix n and let .v,,(t) bc a solution of the first equation 
of (CP,) such that : xn(t)! < •,~2’Ft~.~l. Now let us consider the second 
equation. We have y(0) - -en < 0, hence y(t) < 0 in a convenient neigh- 
borhood of zero and thus 
mau(sign(y), I y II;“, 0) 0 if y(t) < 0. 
Then y(t) = ! x(t)! if y(t) < 0. We have 
J(t) - -Cn -I- Jo’ ] x(s)] ds :g -cn -,- c,t,UT < -~,/2 for all t E [O: T]. 
Hence, for this problem, the dependence of solutions on the initial data is not 
upper semrcontinuous. 
FINAL REMARK 
Dy the same arguments as in [I] one could obtain all these results for an F 
satisfying Caratheodory type conditions. 
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